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Life begins at 50.
In the heady days before man stepped on the moon and the world had half the
population it has today, we began bringing oil and gas ashore from the pioneering
Leman Field in the North Sea. 50 years on, we’re still on a dramatic journey
of technological firsts and incredible teamwork. And we’re looking ahead with
confidence. Who knows what the next half century will bring?
Discover more at www.shell.co.uk
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Our Partners
We thank our Premier Partners
for their continued support of
the Chamber.
Successful regions require
strong leadership to
encourage investment,
skills, entrepreneurs and
brave decisions – the
elements needed to deliver a
renaissance for Aberdeen City
and Shire.
Be part of something big.

Want to learn more?
Contact
Seona Shand, head of membership
T 01224 343929
E seona.shand@agcc.co.uk

Streets ahead
THE City Centre Masterplan is a
25-year initiative encompassing
49 projects. Even the executive
summary document runs to over
40 pages. There’s a lot in there but
actually, it can be simplified easily
into just a single word. People.
For years they were forced out of cities
through a combination of factors.
Out of town shopping and leisure
complexes, planning policy, traffic
and parking restrictions, the estates
strategies of major employers and
changing retail habits to name just 		
a few.
It is a global phenomenon. Yet, tune
into conversations you might hear on
any day in offices and coffee shops
and you’d be excused for thinking it
was something that is unique to here.
Yes, our main street faces challenges
but no more so than any other. The
latest retail occupancy statistics tell
us that Aberdeen comes in at 90.8%,
exactly in line with the national average.
Does anyone really think it’s helpful to
simply nod in agreement when you
hear someone churn out the standard:
‘Union Street, it’s a disgrace’ line? Or
acceptable to passively turn to the next
page after reading articles in the media
saying things like ‘the bleak vista’?
I challenge you to take a tour, virtual
or otherwise, of other town and city
centres across the UK and then make
some time to walk the length of
Union Street, pausing to look up and
take in the incredible buildings and
architecture. Afterwards I bet you’d see
Aberdeen in a new light - and maybe
you’ll tell someone else.
Successful 21st century cities have
started the process of reversing the
migration trend, basing their strategies
on making their centres places where
people want to live, to work and to
spend their leisure time. It’s a virtuous
circle. If there is more footfall, more
businesses spring up to serve them, so
more people come. You get the gist.
And there are numerous successful
case studies for us to take influences
from as we aim to do likewise here.

4.

But how do we start the cycle? The
people need places they want to go =
Properties.
Offices, shops, restaurants and cafes,
apartments, parks, squares, places
that can host events, exhibitions
and provide great entertainment
experiences. Some of the initiatives
already underway to help deliver 		
this are highlighted in this issue of 		
the Bulletin.
Heading from West to East we have
the Capitol, voted best commercial
workspace outside of Central London.
Our Music Hall soon to be re-opened
and restored beyond its former glory.
Work starts this Autumn on bringing
Union Terrace Gardens back to the
people. Some great new places to eat.
And that’s just scratching the surface.
Yet we still choose to moan.
Building owners have a key role to play,
taking responsibility for the condition
of their properties and engaging with
the Union Street Conservation Area
Regeneration Scheme which has £2.4m
in grant funding available to undertake
high quality repair, restoration and
refurbishment of eligible buildings.
The health of Union Street seems to
be some strange barometer for the
psyche of the people of the region.
The Chamber’s city centre Vanguard
group gets this and is working hard to
deliver a high pressure reading through
a number of ambitious but achievable
projects. Doing not talking.

Russell Borthwick
chief executive
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Entrepreneur of the year named

RGU top of the class for
employment
ROBERT Gordon University (RGU) has been
ranked as the top university in Scotland for
employment.
The latest statistics from the Destinations of
Leavers from Higher Education (DLHE) survey
show that RGU has the best employment record
of universities (non-specialist higher education
institutions) in Scotland, with 97.6% of its
graduates in work or further study six months
after leaving university.
RGU is ranked as 4th university in the UK in the
survey, which measures the proportion of UKdomiciled full-time first degree leavers in work
or further study six months after finishing their
course.

Jeanette Forbes
NORTH-EAST businesswoman Jeanette Forbes has been named
Entrepreneur of the Year in the 2018 Elevator Awards.
The Aberdeen-based event recognised Jeanette, CEO of PCL
Group, for her ingenuity and entrepreneurship and for successfully
diversifying her business interests in response to the oil and gas
downturn. She was also praised for her support of many charities,
community and government initiatives across Scotland.
Jeanette founded PCL Group, a global provider of data cabling,
telecoms and computer systems to the offshore, marine, commercial,
industrial and renewables sectors in 2000. This was followed in 2009
by her second company, Thistle Cleaning & Property Maintenance
Services. In 2017, she diversified her business interests and opened
Grape & Grain, now a multi-award-winning wine bar, on Aberdeen’s
Thistle Street.

Mansion House Hotel
changes hands
DM HALL chartered surveyors has successfully
concluded the sale of The Mansion House Hotel
and Country Club, Elgin, to Trivelles Hotels and
Resorts for a sum in excess of the asking price of
£975,000.
The property, a former baronial mansion house
believed to be over 130 years old, has 22 en-suite
bedrooms, a restaurant, function suite and leisure
centre, including a gym and swimming pool.
There is also a gate lodge, providing a further
three letting bedrooms.

In addition, she is currently contracted as managing director of
GoHawk, a flight route planner which has just developed the world’s
fastest flight route algorithm.

Grant Thornton highlights student retention challenge
A NEW study by Grant Thornton UK LLP has revealed the scale of the student talent retention challenge facing Scotland.
The research – which surveyed 1,080 university students throughout the UK – has highlighted a distinct regional divide
when it comes to whether university students stay or leave the area after graduating.
London tops the league table with nearly seven in 10 (69%) students heading to the city to study deciding to remain and
work post-graduation. While Scotland was the next best performing area of the UK, the figure is substantially lower, with
only 32% of students stating that they plan to stay after they graduate.
The figure raises questions over whether more action is required to retain graduates, but there are some positives from
the research. 97% of students questioned in Scotland say they chose to go to university because it’s close to home – the
highest figure in the UK.
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Poised for
greatness
UNDER the watchful gaze of the
stunning Poised sculpture, Marischal
Square, Aberdeen’s newest urban hub,
is springing to life. 
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The development has transformed a
key location at the heart of Aberdeen,
creating a vibrant new mixed-use
quarter which includes Grade A office
space, a hotel, cafes, restaurants
and civic space, along with public
access, landscaping and public realm
improvements.
Inspired by the city’s coat of arms,
Poised, the magnificent five metre tall
steel leopard designed by renowned
sculptor Andy Scott, forms the
stunning centrepiece of this awardwinning development where office
workers and the public can enjoy the
enjoy the attractive open gardens and
stunning vistas.
Marischal Square has scooped a range
of industry-leading awards, including
the coveted Development of the
Year at this year’s Scottish Property
Awards. Judges said the scheme is
a ‘superb use of business space and
a major contribution to the future
success of Aberdeen’.
The £107m project has been
managed by Muse Developments,
one UK’s leading lights in mixed-use
8.

development and urban regeneration,
responsible for the lauded
reinvigoration of Newcastle’s riverside,
along with overseeing significant
projects in the Northern powerhouse
cities of Manchester and Leeds.

after the company left its spiritual
home in Broad Street. RBS is moving
into 2MSq and oil and gas service
company Tenaris will be establishing
a new regional headquarters for its
operations there too.”

Marriott’s Residence Inn and Mackie’s
of Scotland both reporting strong
trading figures since they opened
in 2017. More recent additions to the
development include, All Bar One,
Prezzo, Costa and Toni Macaroni.

Muse’s regional director for Scotland,
Steve Turner, said he was pleased
perceptions have changed about
the project: “Many people have said
they have been very impressed by
the development, despite their initial
reservations. In partnership with our
colleagues at Aberdeen City Council
and Aviva, we have looked to create
an environment where people could
work and enjoy their leisure time and
which would bring people into an area
of the city that had previously been
underused.”

Steve also revealed that a key factor in
Tenaris choosing Marischal Square was
its positive endorsement by colleagues
in a recent survey, which identified the
scheme as the number one choice for
staff moving from its previous offices
in Altens to the south of the city.

A visitor to Marischal Square will notice
how the design cleverly juxtaposes the
ancient and modern, with Aberdeen’s

New businesses too are being
attracted to the energy-efficient office
buildings 1MSq and 2MSq where
staff can enjoy bright space with
outstanding views across Aberdeen.
Steve continued: “Aberdeen Journals
has moved back into the city centre
to the 1MSq building, nearly 50 years

He has been encouraged by the
significant pick-up in inquiries in recent
months, talks are currently underway
with organisations which, if successful,
will take the office occupancy above
two thirds.
Designed to open new pedestrian
routes and connect the retail and
civic centres, the new gardens and
open space is being enjoyed by all
and this summer’s fabulous weather
has seen Marischal Square come alive
with people enjoying lunch al fresco.
There are bars, cafes and restaurants
to attract visitors to the area, with

“Many people have said they
have been very impressed
by the development, despite
their initial reservations.”
Steve Turner,
regional director for Scotland,
Muse

historic Provost Skene’s House, dating
from 1545, set off to best effect
against the state-of-the-art granite
and glass used in the 21st century
construction.
Marischal Square is a key part of
Aberdeen City Council’s city centre
regeneration masterplan and has
helped transform this key location into
a new area of commerce, bringing
jobs and boosting the economy for
those on the development, as well as
businesses around it.
The reopening of Broad Street is also
a key part of the regeneration process.
The £3.2m project has transformed
and revitalised the street by making it
pedestrian-priority, it will also turn into
an area capable of staging a range of
events throughout the year.

with those open already trading
well and more to follow, and most
importantly it is generating footfall in
the east end of the city, as part of the
wider ambitions of the City Centre
Masterplan.
“The civic space attracts visitors and
also provides an additional venue for
entertainment which contributes to
the cultural life of the city, such as the
recent LookAgain festival and the
recent performances by the North
Atlantic Fiddle Convention. This will
be enhanced by the complimentary
space created by the recently-opened
transformation of Broad Street which
was designed to make it a pedestrianorientated space, improve the
streetscape, and turn it into an area
capable of staging events throughout
the year.”

Aberdeen City Council City Centre
Masterplan spokesperson councillor
Marie Boulton said: “Marischal Square
is helping to bring jobs and investment
back into the east end of the city
centre and it is also bringing renewed
vibrancy to the area. The development
has attracted prestigious businesses,
9.
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State of the
art complex
already attracting
major events
ABERDEEN’S new £333m
conference, exhibition and
entertainment venue, The Event
Complex Aberdeen (TECA), due
to open in 2019, will have four
times the space of the current
AECC site at 48,000 sqm and is
already attracting some major
events.
Providing world class, state of the
art conference and exhibition space
in addition to a 12,500 capacity
arena, the stunning new complex has
dedicated, flexible event space of up
to 15,000 sqm and conference rooms
for up to 5,000 delegates. TECA will
also be home to an energy centre,
Hilton and Aloft hotels, ample car
parking and public space equal to 14
full size football pitches.
TECA will offer flexible and
technologically advanced space,
enabling it to compete nationally and
internationally for new events as well
as broaden the appeal of the Northeast to business and leisure visitors
10.

from across the globe. All events
at TECA will be supported by the
experienced, first class team currently
working at the AECC.
In addition to the extra space available,
TECA will also be the most sustainable
venue in the UK with its own onsite
energy centre, making use of local
renewable resources and advanced
technologies to produce an energy
eco-system.
All of this, plus the fact it boasts
an impressive airport location and
contemporary design is already
attracting major events to the venue.
Offshore Europe, one of the largest
oil and gas events in the world
often attracting more than 50,000
attendees will be held at TECA in 2019.
Nick Waight, managing director at
AECC said “I am proud to be part
of this major project for the North
east. TECA is the largest ever single
investment in a conference, exhibition
and entertainment venue in the UK
and reflects the ambition of Aberdeen

City Council to diversify the local
economy and brings an opportunity to
add real value to the city, region and to
Scotland as a whole. It’s very exciting
that we already have some major
events, such as Offshore Europe, in the
TECA calendar and we look forward to
attracting more events in the
coming months.”
The complex will be operated and
managed by SMG, who currently
operate over 240 venues worldwide
including Manchester Arena, First
Direct Arena in Leeds, Bridgewater
Hall, Bonus Arena in Hull and the Metro
Radio Arena in Newcastle.
TECA will open in 2019, if you would
like to find out more information or
to enquire about availability please
contact our sales team at 		
sales@aecc.co.uk.

To move
or not
to move
by Steve Judge,
managing director,
Space Solutions

THE vast majority of businesses
rent their premises but few make
the best use of space or squeeze
anything like the full potential
out of it.
Whenever a lease event such as a
break or a renewal approaches, a
business must consider its options. To
stay or move, is there a commercial
advantage to either, are there better
options available?
Often businesses fail to take the
time to fully consider their space
requirements, something which may
have changed significantly during the
term of the current lease and may be
likely to continue to change, impacting
on the size, style and configuration of
space that would be considered ideal
in the future.
It’s important that businesses make
informed decisions, after all a lease
is typically a medium to long term
commitment and commonly the
second highest overhead next to
salaries. Despite this, experience
over recent years has found that on
average businesses could improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of
the space they occupy by 28%. If
such efficiency benefits had been
recognised at the time of appraising
property options, it may have resulted

in the business committing to a lease
of smaller or different premises.
Alternatively, identifying the potential
for harnessing efficiencies may well
provide a business with room for
expansion within their existing space,
removing the need for a costly move.
And the figures quickly add up. In
Aberdeen, for example, the average
cost of occupation of office space
is between £40 and £60 per square
foot per annum. At the lower end of
that scale, a firm renting 5,000sq ft of
space will be paying annual occupancy
costs of £200,000. Had it been
possible to identify where efficiencies
may have been harnessed, it is
conceivable that 1,400sq ft less space
would have been required, saving
costs approaching £56,000 pa.
This is money that every business
could find a better use for which is
why we encourage businesses to
consider their property needs, reflect
on the patterns of use and take time
to consider the future needs of the
business. Properly understanding the
need for space will help businesses
better understand their options,
leading to better planning and
configuration and the potential
adjustment of ways of working to be
more efficient and effective in 		
the future.

Allow sufficient time to analyse the
needs of the business in terms of
head-count, organisational structure,
functional adjacency needs, the
impact of technology and so on. It is
often helpful to reflect on trends and
changing work practices which may
inform future thinking around the need
for specific facilities or work settings.
Too often businesses make do with
the premises they have, rather than
actively configuring them to meet their
needs. Not only will this minimise the
amount of space they use ineffectively,
but it can also lead to increased
performance of individuals and teams
as well as a jump in job satisfaction
helping to retain staff, expertise
and reduce recruitment costs and
disruption to business operations.
In recent years the downturn in the oil
and gas sector has forced businesses
to be more introspective and to better
understand their costs. Many have
been very good at this and become
leaner and more efficient as a result,
but there is still room for improvement
in the way they view their premises
and the value they squeeze from them.
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UNION Street, the Silver Mile,
described as ‘one of the finest
streets in the Empire’ when it
was completed in 1817, has, in the
eyes of some, lost its sparkle.
A combination of out of town
shopping centres and the switch by
consumers to online buying have
impacted footfall and seen the
disappearance of some of its most
popular stores.
British Homes Stores, House of Fraser,
Mothercare, Thorntons and most
recently Poundworld are among the
household names which have gone.
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Making
Union Street
great again

It is now 11 years since Esslemont &
MacIntosh shut its doors after 134
years of trading. Good news is sparse
but the opening of the Miller & Carter
steakhouse in the same location may
help revitalise the area.
Next year marks 225 years since
Union Street’s conception and major
efforts are underway to once again
make it the beating heart of Aberdeen.
Central to that effort is the City Centre
Masterplan aspiration to attract 3,000
more residents into the city centre
over the next 20 or so years.
Savills was commissioned by
Aberdeen City Council to provide a
strategy to support the effort and has
identified that demand for city centre
housing in the UK is on the increase as
part of a global trend, with urban living
and lifestyles increasingly popular
among young professional workers,
families and downsizers.

“I think making Union Street
vibrant is all about bringing
more people into the centre
of Aberdeen.”

Savills say this trend is creating new
opportunities for property investors
and property developers and that
includes in Aberdeen if the right
product can be delivered at the right
price point.

Simpson Buglass,
head of office and director,
Savills, Aberdeen

“It should be mixed tenure so you have
a full suite of spending power and age
groups and that then also gives you
a healthier city centre with a stronger

night-time economy and more
sustainable support of your leisure
and cultural facilities,” said Simpson
Buglass, head of office and director at
Savills, Aberdeen.
“Many more people would be within
walking distance of these facilities
which tends to make them better
and there will lots of eyes and ears on
every street which helps to ensure the
level of amenity is maintained.”
He said contributory factors to Union
Street’s demise have been a flight to
the fringes of Aberdeen by offices in
recent times and the undermining of
retail expenditure by the internet and
the move towards shopping centre
preference by consumers.
“I think making Union Street vibrant
is all about bringing more people into
the centre of Aberdeen. If more people
live in the centre and more work in the
centre the combination of the two is
going to introduce spending power
which will support, feed and grow the
retail offering.”
He explained that because of the
challenging nature and higher costs for
developers of residential conversions
of old buildings as opposed to new
builds on greenfield sites, which is not
always reflected in the final sale price,
the council might wish to consider

offering some form of support to
developers to encourage this vital type
of development.

just like so many other high streets the
length and breadth of the country and
beyond.

“Due to various economic factors we
have not had a properly functioning
residential property development
market in the city centre for a number
of years and this needs to change for
residential development to occur. If the
ties between private and public sector
stakeholders in new housing provision
in the city centre can be strengthened
then this should increase knowledge
and understanding of each party’s
role, needs and goals and identify the
barriers that need to be overcome.
Creating a regeneration team within
the council, focusing on city centre
development, has been effective in
other towns and cities within the UK
to identify potential opportunities
and provide direct contacts for the
development industry.”

“Fundamentally, I’d like to see all our
great communities in the city and
region refer to it as their Union Street
and take a real interest in how we can
positively bring it through its needed
transition. You get a sense of taking
on that responsibility through those
who have committed to the Vanguard
programme. I suppose it’s too easy
for us to criticise from the side lines on
such an emotive subject.

Aberdeen Inspired’s vision is to make
Aberdeen City Centre one of the most
vibrant, attractive, prosperous and
liveable city centre’s in Scotland and
chief executive Adrian Watson says
that like many others he can still see
the greatness and potential of Union
Street.
However, he says he is not blind to the
fact that it faces significant challenges,

“The City Centre Masterplan needs
to be a living, breathing delivery plan,
with clearly defined timescales, in
which the public, private and ‘not for
profit’ sectors all look to meaningfully
collaborate on, for the greater good
and future generations. From it,
we need to see that much-needed
pipeline of capital projects that will
ultimately give us the transformation
we all want to see. I don’t see an
alternative.
“We need to critically look at how we
get in and out of the city centre and
make it inclusive to all and understand
how, for instance, the AWPR and
Haudigan developments coming on
stream move Union Street from being
a main traffic route to a destination of
choice.

“We also need to continue to push
towards an ‘Alive after 5’ culture where
the day time economy seamlessly
transitions to the evening. Of course,
there needs to be a cultural and events
offering that is both truly bold and
ambitious and builds on the successes
of the likes of NuArt and the Great
Aberdeen Run.
“I think we all realise that our high
street can no longer be measured
on the volume of traditional retail
it holds, respecting Union Street
still has many great examples but
that it has to be blended with niche
restaurants, more people taking up
residence and attracting more and
more businesses onto the street,
such as the experiences at the Silver
Fin and Capitol buildings. With the
wonderful Music Hall about to throw
its doors back open and other nearby
capital projects, such as the Art
Gallery, pushing forward we have the
catalysts to build a momentum that
will put Union Street and the wider city
centre back to its rightful place as the
regional centre that we all have a pride
and stake in.”
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What one thing would
transform Union Street?
“The vision requires more than one thing but personally I would like efforts
focused on the east end of Union Street, perhaps from the Mercat Cross in
the Castlegate to Union Bridge. It could be pedestrianised with an attractive
architectural canopy over at least part of it and the business rates incentivised
to encourage growth of small independent niche retailers like chocolatiers,
bakeries/patisseries and craft shops.
I live in Aberdeenshire and for me to come into the city centre, I would seek a
comfortable, pleasing and inspiring environment. A meeting point where I’m
relatively sheltered but still in the open, and with some light street entertainment.
I recall the days when pedestrians were four to five abreast all along Union Street
prior to malls being developed. Projecting the historic masonry we have like
the Castlegate which should be cleaned and artistically lit up along with covert
policing to ensure a family friendly atmosphere at all times. Bon Accord!”
Laurie Mackay, chairman, Energy Institute Aberdeen Highlands & Islands

“A business rates incentive, especially for independent shops but inclusive of
all retailers. There are so many empty, derelict looking shop fronts and retailers
who don’t last long on Union Street it’s not an appealing place to visit or set-up
shop. As a business woman who has had to downsize our office space due to the
recent increase in business rates I know first-hand how detrimental the rates can
be. New businesses need support to help them thrive and zero business rates for
the first year, for example, could really help them find their feet.
With the development of the new harbour and the likelihood of cruise ships
arriving in the city, Aberdeen should be encouraging businesses with start-up
incentives and supporting them when they need it most. More shops, cafes,
family entertainment venues etc would give Union Street some life back,
encourage local people to return, instil a sense of pride back into what was once
a beautiful and thriving street, but also boost our tourist industry and in turn
bring more money into the city.”
Claire Forbes, managing consultant, Response Consultants UK Ltd

“You only have to see a picture of Union Street from 60 years ago or visit amidst
the vibrancy of the large scale events the city is now hosting on its central street
to realise it is a street with huge potential which just needs some life injected back
into it. The City Centre Masterplan addresses some aesthetics and hopefully will
provide the social space needed to attract more people to spend time on and
around Union Street.
In addition to the positive changes and events that are already underway I would
like to see a well-planned filling of the empty retail and business units on Union
Street. Things are improving but at present the shopping offering doesn’t feel
attractive enough to encourage people to spend time on Union Street. I am
passionate about independent retail and great customer service and I would love
to see a planned approach and incentives for business which fill Union Street with
a rich assortment of independent and bespoke businesses offering something
more interesting and distinct for visitors and locals.”
Keely McKinnon, senior sales, Craigdon Mountain Sports - Aberdeen
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Opportunities
in a rising
market
by Katherine Monro,

head of agency (Aberdeen),
Graham + Sibbald

OVER the last few years
Aberdeen’s beleaguered
economy has been well
documented and the ‘doom and
gloom’ merchants have been
pedalling their negativity to
all those willing to listen. Stop
press….no more… Aberdeen is on
the up.
In line with our improving summer
weather of late, the commercial
property market is showing genuine
signs of increased activity, particularly
so in the industrial sector. As property
agents, our phones are ringing again,
viewings are taking place and most
importantly, deals are being done.
An interesting indicator of the rising
industrial market is the ability of
occupiers to reduce their liabilities
by disposing of ‘fag end’ leases. For
example, when a tenant is no longer in
occupation and has only 12-18 months
to run they would previously have had
no choice other than to bite the bullet
and pay their rent and rates until the
lease expiry date.
However, in the last quarter alone
we have successfully attracted new
tenants and negotiated corresponding
lease surrenders on behalf of clients
with surplus industrial and office
facilities in Altens and Badentoy

respectively, resulting in substantial
savings to our clients and representing
a win win for all concerned.
The office market, while not as
buoyant as the industrial sector, is
enjoying a well-deserved resurgence
with a raft of high profile moves
announced since the turn of the year,
with Barclays, Aberdeen Journals and
Verus Petroleum all committing to new
office space. The main beneficiaries of
this increase in transactional activity
have been the recently completed
Marischal Square and Silver Fin
developments, following on from
the success of The Capitol in 2017
where Chrysaor joined PWC by taking
48,000sq ft and the lion’s share of
the building.
With a continuing stream of deals in
the pipeline for new builds, other city
centre buildings are also enjoying the
benefits of an improving marketplace.
For example, Horizons House at
Waterloo Quay produced the largest
letting in Q2 this year with BW
Offshore securing over 10,000sq ft,
thus gaining all the advantages of a
centrally located, high specification
Grade A office, without the
prime rent tag associated with the 		
new developments.

Major infrastructure works advancing
a pace, including the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route now nearing
completion, the second harbour
at Nigg and The Event Complex
Aberdeen (TECA) at Dyce have also
assisted the overall growing mood of
cautious optimism in the city.
The US dollar barrel price of oil
averaging around $70 throughout
2018 has brought a welcome stability
to the energy sector and an associated
renewal of confidence. While we
remain a distance from the heady
years where oil was generally trading
at over $100/barrel up until late 2014,
and there was a corresponding peak
in the commercial property market,
the current economic climate is more
sustainable, affording a stable platform
for companies to grow, adapt and
evolve, creating a collectively stronger
business environment.
So, to those investors who dismissed
Aberdeen as a one horse town and
took to their heels as the downturn
started to bite, perhaps it is time to
think again – Aberdeen is back and
open for business.
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Inca adventure for
Charlie House

Barclays moves to Silver Fin
CBRE has secured space in The Silver Fin Building on Union
Street in Aberdeen on behalf of Barclays plc.
The British transatlantic consumer, corporate and
investment bank has taken a suite on the sixth floor on a
10-year lease, relocating from its former premises in Union
Plaza.
Stuart Brown, head of SME Scotland & Northern Ireland
for Barclays, said: “Aberdeen is a key location for us
and our move to The Silver Fin Building means we can
continue to provide local, face to face relationship banking
for our existing Agriculture, SME, corporate and wealth
management and private banking clients as well as ensuring
we are future ready.”

Bringing a
new style
of hospitality
to Aberdeen
by Mitch Gaglardi,

Tracy Johnstone – chair of Charlie House and trip
attendee, Bruce Ferguson - MD of Hunting Energy and
Karen Molloy - co-founder of Thorpe Molloy and trip
attendee, fly the Peruvian flag for the 2019 CHAMP team
with help from some furry friends from Highland Alpacas.

LOCAL children’s charity Charlie House is calling on the
people of Grampian to join its team as they plan to embark
on a tough 10-day trip to negotiate the world-famous trail
to the Incan citadel of Machu Picchu in Peru.
The trip of a lifetime will raise funds for a North-east
specialist support centre for babies, children and young
people with complex disabilities and life-limiting conditions.
The guided five-day trek is classed as tough and at very
high altitude. The Charlie House Ascends Machu Picchu
(CHAMP) team will raise money to fund the cost of one
child’s bedroom in a new specialist support centre, which
the charity is planning to build on ground at Woodend
Hospital in Aberdeen.
Tracy Johnstone, chair of Charlie House and CHAMP
trip attendee, said: “Walking through the Sun Gate to
witness Machu Picchu for the first time will be one of those
moments which will live with you forever. Couple that with
knowing that the funds you are raising will go on to pay for
the cost of a bedroom for a child with life-limiting conditions
to have a supported short break is priceless.”
To find out more about the 2019 CHAMP challenge,
including full itinerary, fundraising options and costings,
email fundraise@charliehouse.org.uk or call 01224 313333.
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New construction and
property conference

director,
Northland Properties

ABERDEEN is to host a new construction and property
conference, Build It, which will take place at Aberdeen
Exhibition and Conference Centre on November 30.
The conference and exhibition are being organised by local
creative marketing agency, Mearns & Gill, in partnership with
the Aberdeen Association of Construction Professionals,
Aberdeen Association of Civil Engineers, Aberdeen Society
of Architects, the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors
and Women in Property.
The one-day event, Building the Future Together, will bring
together 14 speakers from across the industry to address
some of the current challenges and provide a platform to
share educational and inspiring case studies and projects.
The exhibition will offer companies the chance to showcase
their innovative products and solutions, falling within a
range of key themes that include ‘Addressing the Skills Gap,’
‘Importance of Innovation’ and ‘Mediation in Construction’.

Considerate constructor
ROBERTSON has won a Community Engagement award at
the Considerate Constructor’s Scheme’s inaugural National
Ultra Site Awards Ceremony.
The award recognises the measures taken by Robertson to
engage with the local community during the construction
of the new Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre,
which includes The Event Complex Aberdeen and one of
two on-site hotels.

THE city has seen a new level
of investment in its tourism and
culture industries and as a result,
city centre businesses are feeling
the uplift. Renovation projects
such as the Art Gallery, Music
Hall and Cowdray Hall, alongside
the ongoing drive from bodies
such as Opportunity North East
(ONE) mean Aberdeen is quickly
becoming a cultural hub. For
the hospitality industry this is
great news as it drives footfall
to the city centre, which we’re
incredibly happy to be well
positioned to support.
As a Canada-based family business,
we have just opened our first hotel and
restaurant in Aberdeen. Located in
the former Robert Gordon University
building on St Andrew Street,
Sandman Signature Aberdeen Hotel
and Chop Grill & Bar officially launched
on August 17, welcoming guests to
experience a new form of hospitality in
a rapidly evolving area of the city.
Our journey to opening the two
outlets began over four years ago
when we made the decision to expand
into Scotland, choosing Aberdeen as
our first Scottish location. We saw

the market as a great opportunity
to introduce a new product to the
city’s hotel and restaurant scene and
we are now established at the heart
of the emerging cultural quarter of
Aberdeen.
We’re making the most of this longterm investment by building strong
partnerships with organisations on
our doorstep including sponsorship
of the Music Hall and His Majesty’s
Theatre. Aberdeen Art Gallery is also
providing us with a statement piece
of artwork for the lobby area within
the hotel, offering a new space for
artists to display their work during the
refurbishment and a chance for guests
to see some great local talent.
We’ve also been committed to
developing contracts with local
suppliers in order to support other
local businesses such as Glencraft
which has created bespoke mattresses
for our hotel rooms. Similarly local
food and drink producers have helped
craft a menu of great dishes.
Opening the two outlets has also
created local employment, offering
career opportunities outside the
oil and gas sector with the hotel
and restaurant recruiting over 200
people in the city in the past few

months. Through a dedicated training
programme and great team of staff,
we’re providing these people with
career opportunities and hospitality
experience across a range of roles
including management, housekeeping,
culinary and event management.
Aberdeen is well and truly on the up
and both the hotel and restaurant
have opened at a great time. It was
important to us to create a space that
was central enough for everyone to
enjoy whilst providing a hub of activity
and opportunities – a place where
people could come and go - and
almost treat as a second home.
Being here on the ground in Aberdeen
has made a huge difference in making
many of these decisions. Originally
from Canada, I now call the city
home and am very proud to do so.
I’ve learnt a lot about Aberdeen and
its community and am confident
that it has a prosperous future, with
Sandman Signature Aberdeen Hotel
and Chop Grill & Bar adding to the
very quickly evolving hospitality scene
that the city now offers.
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Driving up
standards
We treat all of our customers
with the utmost respect at
all times. In addition our
corporate clients are given
the highest priority and
never refused a booking.

RAINBOW City Taxis,
Aberdeen’s largest taxi
company, has serviced corporate
and business clients since first
being established in 1983. From
humble beginnings starting with
only eight vehicles, Rainbow
has developed and expanded
over the last 35 years developed
to a fleet of over 400 vehicles
which service Aberdeen City and
surrounding areas every hour of
the day, every day of the year.
We take pride in being at the forefront
of our competitors in our industry,
from the installation of our first
booking and dispatch system in 1998
to the introduction of our exclusive
booking app (uBook) in 2016. Rainbow
continues to dominate the way
forward.
Continual investment in technology
allows us to generate detailed weekly
and monthly invoices which are
secured by a nominated numerical
pin number, in addition we can
incorporate most cost code or
department references for each item
on any invoice.

Our dedicated call Centre handles
approximately two million calls
annually. Our uBook app services
2,500 customers per week with a
further 1,000 bookings made by
email, it’s easy to see why Rainbow is
Aberdeen’s leading taxi provider.
The management team at Rainbow
collectively has over 150 years of
experience within the taxi industry.
This vast knowledge ensures we
are always one step ahead of our
competitors. We firmly believe that our
staff and drivers are the heartbeat of
the company.
Customer safety is of paramount
importance to us and to enhance the
security of our clients, drivers have
a rigorous criteria to meet. All of our
drivers have passed the Aberdeen
Street Knowledge Test generated
by Aberdeen City Council and are
Disclosure Scotland PVG (Protecting
Vulnerable Groups) checked to give
you peace of mind that you are in safe
hands.
We treat all of our customers with the
utmost respect at all times. In addition
our corporate clients are given the
highest priority and never refused a
booking.
Rainbow City Taxis will continue
to invest and expand in the latest
technology available and are
passionate and enthusiastic to discover
where this will lead in the future.
You can be rest assured in the
knowledge that Rainbow City Taxis are
here to deliver the most elite customer
service available to all of our clients.
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Industry-changing integrity management system

Left –right: MTL projects and technical directors
Calum MacLean and Matt Lewin
FPSO and marine vessel specialists Marine Technical Limits
(MTL) has developed an industry-changing software
system which will allow its clients to better manage riskbased integrity management.
Pyxis was the brainchild of MTL’s projects and technical
directors, Calum MacLean and Matt Lewin. The
organisation, which employs more than 40 people, has

Festival organisers plan
for growth
MUNGO and Guy Finlayson, the two brothers behind fastgrowing events company MFGF Events, have appointed
law firm TLT to provide support for their drinks festivals and
the company’s expansion into new business areas across
the UK.
The Deeside-based business, which was founded in April
2014 and held its first festival in August 2014, currently runs
three drinks festivals - Banchory Beer Festival, Inverurie
Beer Festival and an upcoming gin festival brand - to
support Scotland’s young distillers and brewers.
As the festivals continue to grow and the business looks
to expand beyond drinks festivals and event management
into new areas, like online distribution of craft products, its
licensing needs are becoming more complex.
TLT’s national licensing team acts for a wide range of retail
and leisure businesses, from local and mid-sized food and
drinks festivals to major events including Glastonbury
Festival and events at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival.

created several iterations of the software, and is currently
using it across all of its projects, both locally and globally.
The software system is a dashboard which provides a
simple, easy-to-read integrity index for each tank or marine
structure, allowing clients to assess whether or not their
marine assets are meeting best practice.

Electrifying news
THE NETWORK of electric vehicle charging points across
Aberdeenshire could be expanded to cover a tourist route
highlighting some of the best the North-east has to offer
visitors.
Aberdeenshire Council is working with the North East 250
organisation to approach visitor attractions on the route
to offer advice on installing the facilities. The partners will
be working closely with Scottish and Southern Energy
Networks to identify potential electricity grid constraints
and with Transport Scotland and the Energy Saving Trust to
signpost available grants.

CITY CENTRE LUXURY OFFICES
COMING SOON

The work is expected to take a year to complete, with a
number of information events and a rolling programme of
charge-point installations.

www.ce n tr u m-o ffi ce s .co m

Compass moves to Westhill
COMPASS Contract Services (UK) Ltd has moved to
Pavilion 7 of the Kingshill Park, Westhill, on a five-year lease.
The company has relocated from Carden Place to a self–
contained suite.
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Oil and gas skills
strategy project
A PROJECT to develop a new UK oil and gas skills strategy
has been launched following wide spread industry and
government support for the findings in OPITO’s UKCS
Workforce Dynamics Review.
OPITO has appointed Robert Gordon University’s Oil and
Gas Institute to support the development of the strategy
over the next six months.

Planning for
the future
by Kevin Burnett,

Ian Clark and Frank Sheach June 2018

north of Scotland account lead,
Mott MacDonald

I WAS recently asked by a
taxi driver on the way back
from Aberdeen Airport how
long I thought it would be
until the Aberdeen Western
Peripheral Route (AWPR) is no
longer fit for purpose. This is
quite a question and it came
after I mentioned that our
work includes transportation
consultancy and that we were
involved in the development of
the new Aberdeen Exhibition
and Conference Centre.
It is a question that cuts to the heart
of all infrastructure development,
whether transformational changes
such as the AWPR or the current
expansion of Aberdeen Harbour,
or incremental change such as the
ongoing improvement works at
Aberdeen Airport or the Aberdeen–
Inverness rail line upgrade works.
Like any vibrant and successful city,
Aberdeen needs good transport and
communications connectivity but it
also needs a cultural and civic centre,
green spaces, entertainment venues,
good health and social care services,
good housing infrastructure, a modern
stadium and accessible leisure
facilities, to name only a few.
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IED Training Solutions has joined forces with international
transport operator National Express to create the industry’s
first IOSH-approved safety management training course
specific to the bus and coach industry.

For infrastructure with a design life of
over 50 years, but which like Union
Street may be in place for centuries,
developers need to attempt to map
out the future with a near endless array
of possibilities. Accurately predicting
change in potentially uncertain,
complex and ambiguous environments
requires both foresight and scenario
planning. In turn scenario planning
requires an accurate assessment of the
current trends which will be the driving
forces that inflict the greatest future
demands on built infrastructure. These
potential driving forces include climate
change, urbanisation, cyber security,
social trends, political trends, or the
complex balance of water, energy,
food and land demands on our natural
environment. Our infrastructure
not only needs to be resilient and
adaptable to future challenges, it also
needs to improve the quality of life for
both current and future generations.
While the oil and gas industry in our
region is going through a period of
review and reflection on the back of a
long downturn, the built infrastructure
of Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
is changing at an ever-increasing
pace. There have been the recent
upgrades to Broad Street, the ongoing
redevelopment of the Music Hall and
Art Gallery, the proposals for Union

Terrace Gardens, the new AECC
being constructed; and the ongoing
investment at Foresterhill with the
upcoming Baird Family Hospital being
the next stage.
These developments, combined
with the City Centre Masterplan,
the extensive ongoing digital and
transportation system rebuilding, the
early stages of the A96 upgrade and
a potential new sports stadium all add
up to give an unprecedented level of
investment in the built environment of
our city and region.
A city is defined by its people but
built infrastructure is a key aspect
by which any city or region is
measured. In Aberdeen and the wider
Aberdeenshire region we should be
confident that we are preparing our
infrastructure to be fit for purpose for
whatever challenges lie before us in
the years, decades and even centuries
ahead.

The Arbroath-based business designed and produced the
bespoke two-day Managing Workplace and Transport
Health and Safety course following a request from National
Express to develop something appropriate for senior
managers, supervisors, inspectors and SSOs, addressing
key issues such as safety, security and employee health and
wellbeing.

This will involve an industry survey and workshops to help
develop a blueprint to support skills diversification and
digital transformation. The Workforce Dynamics Review,
launched in May, found that if the sector achieves ambitions
around the energy transition, oil and gas production and
exports, around 40,000 people will need to be recruited
into the sector over the next 20 years and 10,000 of those
will be in roles that don’t currently exist.

Free wi-fi at beach
VISITORS to Aberdeen Beach can now use the City
Connect network to access free high-speed public Wi-Fi.
In 2016, Aberdeen City Council first introduced coverage in
the city as part of its Being Digital programme. The latest
roll-out takes in the area from the Beach Ballroom along the
Beach Esplanade, the Lynx Ice Arena and Beach Leisure
Centre, as well as extending the city centre network to
include Rose Street and Thistle Street.

EVERYONE NEEDS TO BE PAID.
WE MAKE IT HAPPEN, WHEREVER YOU ARE.
activTechnology

Global Payroll

Global Mobility

Audit & Compliance

International Payroll
Payments Solution

System Integrations

Workday Global
Payroll Cloud Partner
For more information visit

www.activpayroll.com
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Jonathan Nesbitt and Graeme Nisbet

Sustained office activity
WE’VE now passed the half
way point in 2018, the oil price
has been sustained in excess of
$70 per barrel since Christmas
and there seems to be cautious
optimism in the local economy,
whether buoyed by a lengthy
period of Mediterranean weather
or something more substantive
remains to be seen. The office
market is however a good
barometer of how Aberdeen
performs as a whole.
The oil price and office market rise and
fall hand in hand, there usually being
a lag between increases in the former
having a similar effect on the latter. It is
clear that the oil price has been on an
upward trend for the past 12 months
but has the office market started to
react? It appears that it has.
Statistics show that in the first two
quarters of 2018 there have been the
same number of office lettings as
there were in the whole of 2017.
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FG Burnett (FGB) has benefitted from
this increased activity. In 2017 FGB
were directly involved in 17 of the 51
transactions, 33%, albeit in terms of
area transacted, this was 195,777sq ft 55% of the total take up for 2017.
In the first half of 2018, FGB has been
involved in 21 of the 50 transactions 42% and 55,000sq ft - 30.8% of total
area transacted. Notable involvements
include the three recent lettings at
The Silver Fin to Barclays Bank, CATS
Management and Verus Petroleum.
FGB represented Serica Energy taking
space at the H1 Hill of Rubislaw and
also represented the landlord at 33
Albyn Place which has recently been
let on a 10 year lease.
The figures show encouragement
in so far as there has been a marked
increase in activity in terms of office
transactions in Q1 and Q2 2018 and
it is interesting to note that total area
transacted is almost identical for each
quarter in 2018.

2018 has not had the large HQ
transactions of the previous year - yet and it remains to be seen what the rest
of the year will bring. What is evident
however, is that the cautious optimism
in the energy sector now appears to
be filtering through to office demand.
There is no room for complacency
however and, whilst oil would
appear to be priced at a level which
encourages activity, there is no doubt
that it will take a considerable amount
of time to start making any significant
dent in the current stock; but the
stats from Q1 and Q2 would provide
encouragement that there is light at
the end of the tunnel.
To discuss any future office
requirements you may have contact
Graeme Nisbet – 			
graeme.nisbet@fgburnett.co.uk
Jonathan Nesbitt – 		
jonathan.nesbitt@fgburnett.co.uk
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Mike Churchill, chief executive, Churchill Drilling Tools

Shona Tennant, associate, Brodies LLP

The very idea
WHILE the expense and time
involved in applying for a
patent may deter entrepreneurs
and innovators it is a sound
investment, according to Shona
Tennant of Brodies LLP who is a
recognised expert in intellectual
property.

“Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire
has always been a really
entrepreneurial and innovative
area and has led the way
in terms of the number of
patents it has filed compared
to other areas of Scotland.”
Shona Tennant, 		
associate, Brodies LLP

“Even when you have patents,
litigation to try to enforce your rights
under them can be very expensive
so it does put some people off,” she
said. “As a result some choose to go
down the trade secret route which is
free and does not involve registration.
Some businesses also may take the
view that going down the trade secret
route is beneficial because they remain
confidential for an unlimited period
whereas patents are published.”
High profile trade secrets include the
recipes for Coca-Cola’s Coke and
KFC’s fried chicken batter but they
can cover all sorts of commercial and
technical knowhow such as chemical
formulae, engineering designs,
business plans or methods.
“In June the Trade Secrets
(Enforcement etc) Regulations
brought into force the EU Trade
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Secrets Directive, which introduced
some clarity around the protection but
the basic premise is that once the cat
is out of the bag it’s gone,” said Shona.
“In addition, some secrets are harder
to protect when they are embedded
in a product as there is a risk of reverse
engineering.
“There are a number of benefits in
patenting which gives you a registered
right of ownership so if there are any
claims at least you have a registered
right to rely on in order to make your
case and defend your position in the
event of infringement.
“It also gives you the monopoly
right for 20 years to monetise your
invention which is the main benefit
for businesses because it allows them
to build that technology quite solidly
into their business plans, invest in
further research and development
and adapt their business strategy
around it. It gives them a solid platform
for business growth and attracting
investment.
“You can patent a process, a
technology or how you make
something and for it to be regarded
as patentable it has to be novel and it

should be confidential - so if you have
told lots of people about it before you
try to get your patent protection then
you’re unlikely to succeed. There has
to be an inventive step - it shouldn’t
be an obvious innovation and should
show that clear knowledge has been
applied to come up with the invention.
The other quality it requires is to be
capable of industrial application.
“Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire has
always been a really entrepreneurial
and innovative area and has led the
way in terms of the number of patents
it has filed compared to other areas of
Scotland.
“Because of the low oil price we are
seeing increased investment on the
research and development side,
primarily to increase efficiencies
within businesses and as a result we
are seeing continued investment in
patents.
“Patenting is a great tool for driving
innovation and giving local companies
not just a UK platform but an
international platform on which to
progress their business.
“In the last few years many clients who
are dealing with businesses in Canada,

America, India and China as well as
the UK and Europe have patented
inventions and are looking to exploit
the key knowledge from working in
Aberdeen and driving it internationally.
“The approach many businesses are
taking is to ascertain where their key
markets are going to be and focusing
patent protection there which is a way
of managing the costs.”
Mike Churchill is chief executive of
internationally successful specialist
oilfield service company Churchill
Drilling Tools and he has a key piece
of advice for anyone thinking about
patenting an invention - be honest with
yourself.
It is now 20 years since Mike’s brother
Andy began working on various
drilling tool prototypes before
founding the company in 2002. Mike
joined in 2004 to drive the company’s
growth.
Vital to its success are the 20 or so
patents it has in multiple countries
which protect the innovative solutions
it develops and Mike says it is
important when you think you have
an idea or process not to get carried
away with enthusiasm and shortcut
the intellectual property (IP) process.

“It’s very easy to get lulled into not
doing it properly and therefore not
getting the full value out of it,” he
said. “The first challenge for us, when
we have a new idea or product, is to
understand the patents or intellectual
property of our competitors so
we have the confidence to enter a
market without fear of infringing what
someone else is already doing.
“The reality is that the process of
checking other people’s patents is
almost more important than getting
your own patent. Even if you aren’t
getting a patent you should still check
that you’re not infringing what other
people have already invented because
you could end up developing a market
that you then have to give up.
“The patent process does naturally
invoke a checking of other people’s
patents but it’s not a foolproof method
of making sure you’ve located all prior
art (any evidence that your invention is
already known) so you really have to
look expecting to find other people’s
patents, not hoping that you don’t. If
you go in with that approach and don’t
find any, you’ll be less likely to be upset
further down the line by it suddenly
materialising and spoiling your party. 
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“You must do the due diligence and
don’t take shortcuts. Our IP strategy
is basically tied to our commercial
strategy and defending the markets
where we think there is the most value
or the most potential value for us to
trade and conventionally those would
be first world markets.
“You can spend an unlimited amount
on your patents so you have to
develop a methodology and a strategy
which you feel is appropriate to the
market opportunity and then you
have to be honest and ask yourself
‘Will this patent genuinely stop anyone
competing with me or will it just be an
obstacle or inconvenience which just
makes it a bit more difficult for them?’
“You should ask yourself honestly how
you would you circumvent your own
patent because if you can figure out
how to get around your patent then
somebody else can too.”
Mike said it’s important to find a good
patent agent just as you would engage
an accountant or a lawyer but also
to learn about patents and do some
ground work yourself.
“That way you build a strong team
with your internal knowledge of your
products and competitors and their
knowledge of the patent process.”
Finally, when you hold a number of
patents across several countries, it is
important to audit and monitor them
on a regular basis to ensure that the
costs, which tend to rise annually, are
still worthwhile for each market.
Patenting his inventions have been
fundamental to the success of Ian
Kirk’s businesses but he admits that
when, in 1993, he was invited to attend
a conference by a firm of patent
28.

attorneys to learn about IP he didn’t
really know what it was all about.
“I think that would be fairly common,”
said Ian, of Vulcan Completion
Products. “People have heard of
patents, of course, but don’t really
know their importance or the value
they have.”
At that time Ian’s company was
Downhole Products Ltd and they were
advised to take out a patent on the
oil industry Spir-O-lizer™ – a zinc alloy
centraliser which keeps the casing in
the centre of the wellbore – because it
was innovative at the time and thought
to have a good chance of commercial
success.
He may have flinched at the cost,
particularly for a fledgling company,
but decided to follow the professional
advice and is extremely glad he did.
“It became a very successful product
worldwide and people started to copy
it,” he said. “We ended up in court with
one big company and one medium
sized company and our patent stood
up. That’s the game - if you have a
successful product people will copy it.
When the patent was upheld in court
everyone backed off including the
two we had taken legal action with
and from then on we had a ‘protected’
product. This helped us understand
a patent’s importance which gave us
the confidence to take out patents on
other products as time went on.”
Ian said that he started taking patents
out in this country and the European
Patent Convention; and as you
designate more areas the cost rises
by tens of thousands of pounds. Even
though the bill eventually became
Downhole Products’ second biggest
cost after wages he says it was
definitely a worthwhile investment.

The Government’s encourages
companies to develop, commercialise
and retain innovative technology
through its Patent Box scheme which
reduces corporation tax on profits
earned from its patented inventions.
Ian is the named inventor on more
than 100 worldwide patents covering
products, processes, design rights and
trade marking. “A patent will last for 20
years and during that period no one
can legally copy it,” he added. “The real
value in a patent comes if you have
any suitors for your company. The first
question they ask is ‘what intellectual
property do you have?’”
Suitors came along in 2008 and
bought Downhole Products although
Ian remained with the company
for a further six years before trying
what turned out to be a short-lived
retirement.
Last year he launched Vulcan
Completion Products which designs,
manufactures and supplies casing and
completion equipment for the global
oil and gas industry and once again
Ian is safeguarding his intellectual
property by applying for patents in
the countries where he believes his
inventions may have significant value.
“We have applied for patents
throughout the world but this
time round have placed significant
importance on China, India and
upcoming manufacturing areas. We
know what can happen and we are
still developing new technologies. It
does cost a fortune, but it is definitely
worthwhile and requires to be built into
the company budget.”
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Business Parks
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We are pleased to provide our extensive range of services to organisations,
venues and events throughout the UK
Cleaning • Facilities Management • Event Cleaning • Waste Management & Recycling
Janitorial & Hygiene • Security & Marshalling

01224
433206
www.spectrumservicesolutions.com
9 Queens Road, Aberdeen, AB15 4YL.

Email: info@spectrumservicesolutions.com
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Offices in: Aberdeen, Glasgow and Edinburgh

Aberdeen
attracts
leading
facilities
management
and contract
cleaning
provider
Sara Spiers, managing director

LEADING facilities management
and contract cleaning company
Spectrum Service Solutions is
delighted to open a new office in
Aberdeen at 9 Queens Road. In
response to the growing number
of contracts and commitment to
the North of Scotland, Spectrum
has expanded its operation and
established a base in the city.
Initially based in Paisley, the company
has grown steadily since 2003 and
now has three offices in Paisley,
Aberdeen and Edinburgh. From these
strategically placed centres it services
a wide range of clients across a variety
of industries sectors.
Spectrum provides contract cleaning,
facilities management, specialist
cleaning services, event cleaning
and waste management services.
The business has been built on trust
and the ability to deliver outstanding
cleaning and support services to
clients across many sectors including
commercial offices, industrial
buildings, production facilities,
distribution centres, educational
institutions, sporting venues, music
festivals, shopping centres and
business parks.

The company’s extensive client
list speaks volumes about its
commitment to excellent service and
professionalism, with an impressive list
of leading businesses already using
the business. Spectrum works with
high profile clients such as Wm Grant
& Sons Distillers Ltd, John Dewar,
DSM Nutritional Products, CalaChem,
Micron, Morton Fraser, Barony
Universal, Scottish Ambulance Service,
Schuh, Lothian Buses and Hampden
Park to name but a few.
Sister company, Spectrum Event
Services, provides event cleaning
and waste management services
and boasts an equally impressive
list of major events among its client
list: London Olympics 2012, Glasgow
2014 Commonwealth Games, Ryder
Cup Gleneagles 2014, Glasgow 2018
European Championships, Aberdeen
Standard Investments Scottish Open,
Ricoh Women’s Open Championship
2018 at Royal Lytham and St Annes
are just some of the notable events
that Spectrum has been pleased to
work with.
Expertise and proven service
delivery aren’t the only factors that
have made Spectrum the choice
of leading businesses across the

UK: the company has an unrivalled
commitment to sustainability,
personnel development and
continuous improvement. This
approach to business has brought
them major UK awards from some of
the country’s leading awarding bodies,
rightly rewarding the whole team’s
commitment to excellence in
customer service.
Establishing an office and
management team in Aberdeen will
allow Spectrum to bring its expert
services to the increasing number of
clients headquartered in the north.
Speaking about the Aberdeen opening
Spectrum founder and managing
director, Sara Speirs said: “I’m
delighted with the recent expansion
and office opening in Aberdeen. We
have been successful in winning major
contracts in the north in recent years
and the establishment of a base in the
city means we can continue to service
these clients whilst growing our client
base in the area.
If you would like to hear more about
how Spectrum can help your business,
you can find out more at the website,
www.spectrumservicesolutions.com,
or call the Aberdeen office on
01224 433206.
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The
conference
06. 12. 18
Get your business up to speed with 12
bitesize seminars unravelling key trends to
make your business shine in 2019.
It’s simple when you know HOW2.
Discover more at:
www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

A focus on
oil and gas
by Jenny Stanning,

external affairs manager at Oil
& Gas UK and member of the
Chamber’s policy council

POLITICAL engagement and
policy development is very much
part of my day job at Oil & Gas
UK and is one of the reasons
I joined the Chamber’s policy
council back in 2015. While I
hope this explains my focus
on oil and gas, the remit of the
policy council is broader and
examines all aspects of policy
making in support of the regional
development strategies.
The oil and gas industry has a
significant and visual impact on every
part of our lives in the North-east of
Scotland. Its right that the policies of
the Chamber play their part in helping
the offshore industry achieve its long
term ambition - Vision 2035. Aiming to
add another generation of productive
life to the UK Continental Shelf and
double the UK’s share of exports by
2035, industry will depend on partners
in the regions across the UK to ensure
its success. The return could be
significant, with the potential to unlock
an additional £920bn of revenue.
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Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire are
significant hubs for the UK’s oil
and gas supply chain, with many
companies based here and exporting
their skills and services across the
world. This has in turn created clusters
of excellence that are world-renowned,
such as in subsea engineering. There
are practical steps that the Chamber
can and does support to anchor this
world class supply chain here, such
as improving physical infrastructure
(for example, speeding up the rail
connection between the North-east
and the Central Belt) and ensuring that
we maintain a skilled workforce here
in our region through its support of
the Developing the Young Workforce
group.
Similarly, the Chamber’s dogged
pursuit of the business rates agenda
helps make the North-east a more
competitive place to do business
and we were pleased to support the
Chamber in making this case direct
to the Scottish Finance Secretary
Derek Mackay MSP when he visited
Aberdeen in June.

To support industry, the Chamber can
also influence the broader tax agenda.
For example, plans to unlock fresh
investment through tax transferable
history (TTH) are currently out for
consultation - the Chamber can
roll in behind the industry bodies
making the case for a competitive
fiscal regime for the North Sea. We
certainly appreciated the opportunity
to reinforce this to the Exchequer
Secretary Robert Jenrick MP at a
Chamber event earlier this year.
Finally, it wouldn’t be a policy update
without a Brexit mention. Discussed at
the last meeting of the policy council,
workforce, uncertainty and cost were
highlighted as areas to watch as Brexit
continued to develop. Since then, the
UK Government has published its
White Paper. At Oil & Gas UK, we are
working through the detail with our
members and I expect to share these
findings with the Chamber in the near
future.
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It’s a double gin

Saudi Arabia appointment
for LUX
LUX Assure, a specialist in the provision of chemical
monitoring and management solutions, has appointed
Saudi Arabia-based First Style Establishment for Trading to
represent the company in the Kingdom.
First Style is a leading supplier focused in oil and gas,
electricity, and petrochemical sectors. The company will act
as a sales agent for LUX Assure’s corrosion management
products, CoMic and OMMICA, to customers in the region.

Emma and Nick Smalley
AN ABERDEENSHIRE husband and wife have won two
awards in a world-renowned wine and spirit competition for
their premium gin inspired by Aberdeenshire’s rich history
and links to the tea trade.

OFFICE take-up in Aberdeen in the second quarter of 2018
totalled 90,647sq ft taking the total for the first six months
to c180,000sq ft across 52 deals, according to international
real estate advisor Savills.

The Teasmith Gin, created by Nick and Emma Smalley from
Udny Green, has been awarded a bronze medal in the ‘Gin
contemporary styles’ category and a silver medal in the ‘Gin
and tonic’ category at this year’s International Wine and
Spirit Competition (IWSC).

The firm says churn in the market is being brought about
by a significant rise in the number of deals taking place,
compared to the corresponding period in 2017, when 30
lettings completed amounting to c240,000sq ft.

The success comes as the couple plan to increase
production levels of the artisan gin, which is distilled
in Perthshire’s Strathearn distillery, and expand their
distribution and key stockists across the UK.
The Teasmith Gin has also picked up five prizes from the
Scottish Design Awards 2017, Scottish Creative Awards 2017
and Graphis 2018 competitions for its design and branding
which has been carefully developed by FortyTwo Studio of
Aberdeen.

Transformation means move
for Science Centre

Key deals include Ping Petroleum committing to 8,777sq ft
at Caledonian House; Aberdeen Journals taking 18,963sq
ft at 1MSq, Marischal Square; RBS committing to 7,049sq ft
next door (2 MSq); a 6,079sq ft letting to Verus Petroleum
UK Ltd at The Silver Fin Building; and Serica Energy taking
7,300sq ft at H1, Hill of Rubislaw.
Dan Smith, director at Savills in Aberdeen, said: “Office
take-up in Aberdeen in 2018 appears on target to match
the improved level of activity seen last year, however what
is most interesting is the make-up of these figures. Unlike
2017 when the city’s two largest deals accounted for almost
50% of annual take-up, this year we are seeing a far greater
number of occupiers looking to relocate and take-up has
been characterised by a larger number of smaller deals. It
is our view that a market with greater churn is a healthier
market; one which is characterised by greater stability and
is less susceptible to fluctuation.”

ABERDEEN Science Centre will move to a temporary city
centre location later this year while a major redevelopment
project is carried out at its current location on Constitution
Street.

Stork first for Central and
South America

The popular visitor attraction has signed a lease with
the Bon Accord Centre to take over 107 George Street,
previously occupied by the Co-op, from November 2018
onwards.

STORK Technical Services Trinidad and Tobago Ltd, has
become the first business in Central and South America
to achieve OPITO approval for the way it monitors and
develops the skills and competence of its maintenance
workers in the region.

The Centre has been awarded £4.7m to revitalise and
transform which will significantly increase its exhibition and
corporate space, leading to the creation of an outstanding
educational resource and visitor attraction for North
Scotland.
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Office take-up
improvement continues

Recognised as the global industry benchmark, the OPITO
competency management system accreditation confirms
that Stork’s scaffolding and fabric maintenance personnel
are carrying out their roles to a best-in-class international
standard.

Anything
to declare?
by Stuart Petrie,

senior tax manager,
Anderson Anderson & Brown LLP

ON September 30, 2018 the
opportunity to tell HM Revenue
and Customs about previously
undisclosed overseas assets
or income, using the beneficial
terms of their Worldwide
Disclosure Facility (WDF), will
end.

The WDF is intended to encourage
tax payers to come forward voluntarily
with previously undisclosed income
and gains. It gives significantly
reduced penalties: likely 10% of the tax
due if the omission was careless, rising
to 30% for deliberate behaviour.

After that, if tax is found to have been
underpaid on any overseas assets,
income, activities or transfers, the
consequences are eye watering,
including penalties starting at 200%
of the tax due and an entry in HMRC’s
published list of tax dodgers.
The Requirement to Correct (RTC)
is the latest weapon in HMRC’s
crackdown on offshore tax evasion.
RTC places a statutory obligation on
taxpayers to correct any offshore tax
non-compliance as at April 5, 2017. It
applies to income, capital gains and
inheritance tax and to all tax payers i.e.
individuals, partnerships, trustees and
companies.
With the automatic exchange of tax
and financial information between tax
authorities on a global level, HMRC will
be in possession of an unprecedented
amount of information.

The opportunity to use the WDF
comes to an end very soon. The
intention to use the WDF must be
notified to HMRC by September 30,
2018 and a full disclosure of all of
relevant information must be made
within 90 days i.e. by December 29,
2018.
If no action is taken and a tax
liability on overseas assets/income
subsequently comes to light, there will
be a Failure To Correct (FTC) and the
FTC sanctions will bite:
• Penalties of 200% of the tax liability.
These can be reduced but will be
no less than 100% of the tax liability,
even in the case of genuine errors
and mistakes

• A further penalty of up to 50% where
HMRC can prove assets were moved
in an attempt to avoid RTC
Some individuals genuinely do not
appreciate the reporting requirements
associated with overseas assets or
investments. The oil and gas sector
is a global workplace and can result
in shares or benefits being received
when overseas, which may still be
liable to UK tax.
If you have overseas assets or income
which have not featured on your UK
tax returns, you should take advice
now to establish whether you have a
Requirement To Correct historic tax
return.
We have helped a number of
individuals to make a disclosure under
WDF with significantly reduced
penalties.
For more information, please do not
hesitate to contact Stuart Petrie at
stuart.petrie@aab.uk

• An asset based penalty of up to 10%
of the asset value
• Publicity of being named and
shamed on the HMRC website

The correct formula for your business
ANDERSON
ANDERSON
& BROWN LLP

AUDIT & ACCOUNTING • TAXATION • CORPORATE FINANCE • PAYROLL & EMPLOYMENT TAXES
CONSULTING • OUTSOURCING • GLOBAL MOBILITY • WEALTH MANAGEMENT
t: +44(0)1224 625111 • accountants@aab.uk • www.aab.uk
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Flying eco pigs change the world
THE children of Hanover Street School in
Aberdeen are celebrating after being named UK
Champions of the Better Energy School Awards.
Their project ‘HSS Flying Eco Pigs Change
the World!’ took top spot in the nationwide
competition and a £5,000 prize presented
to them by celebrity guests including Naomi
Wilkinson, Julia Bradbury, Cel Spellman and
children’s author Andy Stanton.

Promoting
the future of
factoring

Scottish
property firm
appoints MD
for the North

The Better Energy School Awards is a nationwide
competition for five to 11 year olds, which is run
by the Young People’s Trust for the Environment
(YPTE) in partnership with Total. The
competition, which aims to generate interest in
the environment and raise awareness of the need
for sustainable energy sources, has received
entries from almost 275,000 children since it
began in 2007.
Hanover street pupils

Boost for Granite City cuisine Crawling to £100,000
MANY of Aberdeen city centre’s restaurants have signed
up to the second Restaurant Week which aims to boost
customer numbers and showcase the best cuisine in the
Granite City.

MAGGIE’S second annual Aberdeen Culture Crawl,
sponsored by Brodies LLP, has raised a £100,000 for the
cancer support charity, with more than 500 walkers taking
part on the night.

It will run from September 3-9 and each restaurant has
created a unique menu for the event with a simple pricing
structure. A two-course lunch will be £10 per person
and a three-course dinner £20 per person. Participating
restaurants include, Bistro Verde, Rye & Soda, Café
Harmony, Topolabamba, 99 Bar and Kitchen and the
Carmelite.

The walk also became the second largest Maggie’s crawl
behind London, the venue for Maggie’s first Culture Crawl
14 years ago, which continues to hold on to the top spot.

The initiative has been launched by Aberdeen Inspired to
encourage visitors and residents to support city centre
restaurants during what is traditionally a quiet time of the
year.
Nicola Johnston, evening and night time economy manager
of Aberdeen Inspired, said: “We are delighted with the
response we’ve had from city centre businesses about
the second Aberdeen Restaurant Week. As well as having
some of Aberdeen’s best restaurants involved, we hope
to encourage eateries to be imaginative and take full
advantage of the initiative. This time, we will also have a
slow food pop up at Café Contour as well as other events
across the city.”

Multi-million pound contract
for TWMA
TWMA, provider of specialised drilling waste management
services, has secured a three-year contract worth £5m
with Apache North Sea for the provision of drill cuttings
containment and handling services on the operator’s Beryl
assets. TWMA has supported Apache on the project since
2013 and this contract award is the latest in a round of
contract successes for the company.
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This year’s 10-mile route through Aberdeen passed the
Zoology Museum and Gordon Highlanders’ Museum and
presented a varied mix of the city’s architectural landscape
including Freemasons Hall and Marischal Square.

100,000 jobs in a decade
BUSINESS Gateway is celebrating the creation of more
than 100,000 jobs by assisting nearly the same number of
businesses in the past 10 years.

Ross Watt

A forward
thinking approach
to proper ty
management in
Aberdeen

A decade ago control of the business support agency was
handed to local authorities by the Scottish Government.
Aberdeenshire Council is the lead authority for the Northeast. Since then 99,004 businesses have supported,
creating 108,904 jobs.

Around 300 free Business Gateway workshops take place
annually, with 2,500 people benefitting from events in
Aberdeen, Inverurie and Peterhead last year alone.

The restructure of Newton Property Management has seen
current director Ross Watt, who is based in the Aberdeen
office, move into the position of managing director Newton
North Scotland.
With offices in Glasgow, Aberdeen and Inverness, Newton
currently has 45 members of staff and manages 20,500
factored and 600 leased units across the whole of Scotland
with its national coverage span as far north as Tain and as
far south as Gretna Green.
Mr Watt joined Newton in 2016 when his business, Watt
and Co Property Management, merged with Newton
in a significant six-figure deal, which saw him become a
shareholding director and board member of the overall
Scottish property company.
Based in Aberdeen’s Rosemount Place, Mr Watt will
manage the Newton team across both the Aberdeen and
Inverness offices while retaining his place on the main
board.

A local team of 16 advisers is available to help those thinking
of starting a business, to assist new businesses start and
help existing businesses grow.
Impartial, comprehensive business advice and guides are
available on a variety of subjects such as human resources,
marketing and finance.

A LEADING Scottish property management
company has promoted a shareholding director to
managing director for the North region to support
a £1m investment in the north of Scotland over the
next three years.

NORTH EAST, ABERDEEN
factorabn@newtonproperty.co.uk
TEL: 01224 45 27 45
CENTRAL SCOTLAND,
GLASGOW
factor@newtonproperty.co.uk
TEL: 0141 353 9700

HIGHLANDS,
INVERNESS
factorinv@newtonproperty.co.uk
TEL: 01463 572 633

An additional £1m of investment for the north of Scotland
will allow the company to continue on the acquisition trail,
whilst increasing the team in the north and upgrading their
premises and software.
He said: “I’ve been a key part of the Newton management
team since the merger two years ago and it’s been an
exciting journey to date, so I am now looking forward to
further developing the business in Aberdeen and Inverness
following the acquisition of Allied Souter and Jaffrey in
November last year.”
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September

218
courses

run by the Chamber

Covering

55

different
subjects

5 Wed
1 day

GDPR Marketing Impact
Understand what you can do

5 Wed
1 day

Investigation in HR context
Plan and manage investigations effectively

6 Thu
1 day

Time Management
Identify Time wasting activities and manage time more effectively

6 Thu
1 day

Performance Management
Get it right for the bottom line or service delivery

11 Tue
1 day

Import Rules Fundamentals
Avoid pitfalls in importing to reduce complexities and errors

12 Wed
1 day

Improve your professional confidence
Promote a positive and confident self-image in a professional
manner

12-13
2 days

Finance for Non Finance Managers
Gain an understanding of many aspects of finance and how it
impacts business

13 Thu

Presentation Skills
Deliver a dynamic and motivational presentation confidently

1 day
18 Tue
1/2 day

19 Wed
1 day

Attended by

1,250

delegates

19 Wed
1 day
20 Thu
1 day

Budgeting and Planning – An Introduction
Understand how to establish and maintain budgets
Essential Supervisory Skills
Bridge the gap between doing and supervising
Marketing 101
Learn how to develop a successful integrated marketing
campaign

Reception and Telephone Skills
All it takes is three seconds for your customers to receive a
negative or positive first impression about your organisation

26 Wed
1 day

Negotiation and Influencing Skills
Learn tactics and skills of persuasion that lead to success

27 Thu
1 day

Customer Service Excellence
Excel at customer service, both within your business and
externally

27 Thu
1 day

Communication and Interpersonal Skills
Develop communication techniques to positively influence

27-28
2 days

Essential Management Skills
Become equipped with the knowledge and skills required as a
manager

October
2 Tue
1 day

HR for non HR Managers
Understand the responsibilities and techniques in relation to
HR Management

3 Wed
1 day

Dealing with Difficult Situations
Communicate your point clearly and avoid conflict caused by
miscommunication

3 Wed
1 day

Customs Procedures & Documentation
How to stay ‘the right side’ of HMRC

4 Thu
1 day

Emotional Intelligence
Develop situational awareness and influence outcomes

4 Thu
1 day

Personal Effectiveness
Improve self-management

2

Study up on HR management

Business Development Essentials
September

25-26
2 days
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Taking Notes and Minutes
Record meetings effectively and accurately with high quality
minutes

25 Tue
1 day

HR Business Partner – Masterclass
Learn key HR topics and feel confident in taking HR to the next
level

12-13

Finance for non-Finance Managers

13 Thu

Presentation Skills

20 Thu

Talent Management
Marketing
101

26 Wed

Negotiation and Influencing Skills

For more information

November

Susan Staniforth,
training team leader
T 01224 343917 E training@agcc.co.uk

2 Fri

Social Media Advanced

6 Tue

Business Development Accelerator

20 Tue

Sales and Account Management
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Jamie Wishart,

head of branch, John Lewis
What does your company do that
others don’t?

The Chamber roundtable with
Secretary of State for Business,
Economy and Industrial Strategy
Greg Clark MP in August
saw around 25 organisations
representing a diverse array of
sectors including oil and gas,
fishing, education and tourism
discuss economic growth and
diversity, current and future
investment; and the opportunities
and risks around Brexit.

It’s less about what we do and more
about how we do business that makes
us unique. As a co-owned business,
our partners (employee’s) have a say in
how our business operates. We have
shared values and principles that are a
thread that run right through us as an
organisation and can be seen in the way
that we treat anybody that comes into
contact with us with honesty, integrity
and respect.

What are the most pressing
challenges that your industry
sector faces today and why?
This is one of the most disrupting times
that retail has ever faced and we are
living right in the eye of the storm. The
changes that we are seeing will reinvent
retail as we know it forever and the
decisions we make now will define the
future for our business. The switch to
online in our shopping habits, along with
the political uncertainty we have faced
over recent times has created a uniquely
challenging time in the industry but one
in which I am confident we will thrive.

What is the hardest lesson you
have learned in your career to
date?

YOUR CHANCE TO JOIN AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB OF CORPORATE SPONSORS AND DEMONSTRATE YOUR SUPPORT OF A UNIQUE CULTURAL OFFERING FOR THE NORTH-EAST

For more information, please contact:
Debbie Mackenzie, Corporate Sponsor & Donor Campaign Manager,
Aberdeen Performing Arts
T 01224 337648 M 07825 231955
E debbie.mackenzie@aberdeenperformingarts.com
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That failure often gives you the best
learning opportunity. I have worked
across many retailers since I left school
and each have offered me something
different in developing my leadership
style. Often the best lessons along the
way have come from just missing out
from a promotion, or a chance to take
on a new role.

What is the most valuable piece
of business advice you have ever
received?
To be yourself at work. Sounds simple
but in practice I find it often is not and
that people often behave in a certain
way to fit in. Throughout my career
this has seen me evolve to be a cultural
fit, rather than be authentic to myself.
Through time and confidence I have
become more comfortable at being
authentic to myself and I have found
that the teams that I lead have bought
into me as a leader more. This has
created a much better environment, as
well as stronger relationships at work.

What’s been your proudest career
achievement to date and why?
I worked for Waitrose as a branch
manager before I came across to the
other side of the business and took
on JL Aberdeen. Last year I was put
forward as the Waitrose representative
at the Retail Week and Grocer Gold
Awards as Branch Manager of the
Year. This was a hugely proud moment
for me personally but also the team
within the branch for the amazing work
that they do day in day out, to deliver
a brilliant shop experience for our
partners and customers.

If you could make one thing
happen tomorrow that would
benefit North-east Scotland, what
would it be?
I am still relatively new to the Northeast and as such my knowledge of the
area is fairly limited. What I would say
though, is that I am genuinely impressed
with the amount of quality thought and
work that is going on in the business
community to support the area thrive. I
look forward to working alongside these
stakeholders over the coming months
to the benefit of the area.

Quick
fire
round
What was your first job?

I was a ‘bacon boy’, doing door to door
sales for a local butcher.

When would you like to retire?
Never. I think I will always undertake
some form of work!

What did you have for breakfast?
Avocado and bacon on toast.

Who, or what, inspires you?
My daughters and their insatiable
desire for fun and laughter.

What’s the last book you read /
film you saw?
The last film I saw was the Greatest
Showman to appease my wife, I
actually enjoyed it more than I would
like to admit!
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Why more
businesses
should
practice risk
management
by Paul Foy,

director,
Value Performance
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MANAGING a business can be
a daunting experience. With so
much to think about it’s difficult
to know where to spend time
and energy. When it comes to
risk exposure sometimes the
‘keep fingers crossed and hope
for the best’ strategy kicks in
by default due to schedules and
immediate priorities. There may
also be known opportunities that
have not yet been realised.
Thankfully there is a methodology
that will not only capture all risks
and opportunities but also prioritise
actions based on probable effect on
the business ensuring time and effort
is spent in the areas of greatest gain.
It will increase probability of success
and reduce probability of unexpected
events and their consequences should
they occur. It will save money, create
opportunities, improve communication
and even lift morale. This methodology
is called risk management.

Risk management is not a new
concept. Often referred to in the
world of business as enterprise risk
management, it has been used for
many years to manage projects
and organisations and is now being
adopted by businesses.
Risk management processes need
not be complicated. In fact, in
many organisations they are best
kept simple. Formal tools such as
a risk register provide the ability to
demonstrate to stakeholders that a
responsible approach is being taken,
by properly managing risk exposure.
The risk register is commonly used
to support strategic decisions and
influence business plans. In the long
term, introduction of a risk culture
means that new risks are intuitively
dealt with quickly and efficiently.
Like all unfamiliar concepts,
implementation of a risk management
culture must be done skilfully
otherwise it may not become
established. Recognised management
of change techniques are commonly
used to coach organisations through
the process in such a way that risk

management becomes an essential
element of the business plan. For the
process to work however it is essential
that there is commitment from
management.
By identifying and proactively
addressing risks and opportunities,
business enterprises protect and
create value for their stakeholders,
including owners, employees,
customers and regulators.
Paul Foy is the director of Value
Performance which provides
high value coaching, training and
workshop facilitation in the areas of
lessons learned, conflict resolution/
arbitration, decision making and
planning, specialising in qualitative
and quantitative risk management
methods. Paul lectures in risk
management at the University of
Aberdeen, is a chartered engineer,
holds a MEng, an MSc in project
management and a degree in
psychology. For more information visit
valueperformance.co.uk
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Top Tweets
A month in social media
Caber Coffee Ltd
@Cabercoffee

Always grab a coffee and the new
Business Bulletin when it arrives... 		
@chambertalk @AGCC_Mary
Martin Ingram, programme controller

Original 106 widens
its appeal

INTERNATIONAL UPDATE
SEPTEMBER 2018

Making your
IP work for
you globally
by Wendy Crosby,
director of patents,
Murgitroyd

ABERDEEN’S local radio station Original 106 will soon be
playing a broader range of music to appeal to its growing
audience.
Original 106 was licensed by Ofcom to be an ‘alternative
station playing adult oriented album tracks, classic rock and
pop-rock hits’. Now, with approval from the radio industry’s
regulator the station has been granted permission to widen
its appeal to play different genres of popular music.
Managing director Adam Findlay said: “Original 106 is
fiercely proud of its local credentials and we want to cater
to our target audience in the best way we can. Within the
last couple of months there have been analogue transmitter
close-downs in Aberdeen which has served only to reduce
choice and we wanted to do something that would redress
that imbalance by expanding our music base.”

Nick Bansal
@NickBansal5

A massive THANK YOU to @AGCC_
Teresa from @AGCCevents for taking
the time to explain to me on how
being a member can benefit your
business. looking forward to working
together & helping businesses grow
#RoyalBankBoost #Aberdeen
#business #Growth

KCA Deutag and SOXAR
AQS target Caspian
SOCAR AQS and KCA Deutag have reached an agreement
to form a joint venture to target existing and future
opportunities in the offshore and onshore Caspian drilling
and engineering market.
The joint venture, which will be jointly owned and managed,
will be called Turan Drilling & Engineering Company LLC (A
KCA Deutag and SOCAR AQS Company).
The Joint Venture will be based in Baku, Azerbaijan and will
focus on business development in the provision of oil and
gas well drilling and engineering services in the Caspian
Offshore and certain other parts of the Central Asia region.
It will be uniquely positioned to provide world class services
to meet the growing demand for such.

Erin Flett
A very interesting day today at
the Customer Service Excellence
training course at Aberdeen and
Grampian Chamber Events.
Can’t wait to apply all that was
covered to real life scenerios and
provide that exceptional level of
customer service.

LAUNCHING and protecting
innovation in a new territory
requires a global strategy that
deals with the many, varied and
often specific local business and
intellectual property (IP) issues
which arise. Having a good
understanding of the product,
the local market and the relevant
product legislation, and a plan in
place to manage the expansion
of the business into each
new territory and to monitor
competitor activity so as to be in
a position to take action at the
appropriate time, is crucial to the
successful international launch of
an innovative product.
For example, some products are
specifically designed for use in a
select number of countries, or some
companies may only have competitors
located in select countries and so
they should consider carefully the
geographic protection needed for
each project. This can result in a
company needing to maintain a
number of different IP strategies
depending upon the geographic area
of use, location of competitors and
also the local IP framework in force in
those countries.

Patents
When seeking to protect an innovative
product or process, a company will
typically file a patent application in the
UK which provides a 12-month window
within which to file corresponding
patent applications in other countries
into which they may, in time, wish
to expand. It is possible to file an
international patent application which
effectively increases this 12-month
window by a further 10 months but
it is important that companies begin
strategic planning as early as possible
in the product lifetime to ensure
that they cover the most important
markets.
Registered designs
If the product only has a short
shelf-life or embodies incremental
modifications over time, particularly
in relation to the appearance of the
product, then the protection afforded
by design rights and more specifically
registered designs may be a more
cost-effective alternative to patents
particularly in countries that involve a
lengthy and costly patent process.

translated into the local language.
For example, a trade mark may be
absolutely fine in English but when
translated into Spanish for sale in
Mexico it may be either offensive,
unpronouncable or unsuitable for the
product in question.
Take action early
For companies building an
international IP portfolio, considering
these issues at an early stage of each
project is crucial as each project may
require a different IP strategy and
delay in taking action could lead to
limitations in the remedies available.
An intellectual property attorney will
be able to discuss the issues relevant
to you and devise a tailored strategy
for your business.
Wendy Crosby is a director of patents
at Murgitroyd, based in the firm’s
Aberdeen office, with over 30 years’
experience in the IP field. Wendy
specialises in the energy sector, with
particular expertise in the engineering
domain, and regularly lectures
worldwide on IP-related themes.

Trade marks
Choosing the right trade mark can
mean the difference between success
and failure of a global product launch
strategy, particularly in countries
where the trade mark needs to be
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12

4 Tue
7am-9am

Business Breakfast: digital transformation
Attending the ENGenious Symposium?
Speakers from EY, R2S, IMI Precision
Engineering and Servelec will explore how
digital advancements are reshaping the future of
upstream activities in oil and gas.

6 Thu

We Mean Business: bridging the gender pay gap
‘How do we bridge the gender pay gap when it’s
been the culture for decades?’ is the all important
question asked to our speakers at the next We
Mean Business lunch.

11.45am-2pm

12 Wed
11.45am-2pm

13 Thu
11.45am-2pm

27 Thu
6.15pm-12am

Putting Scotland at the top
of the “must see” list

Shire Connections: building brand Scotland
Learn how VisitScotland and Skyscanner are
continuing to strengthen Scotland’s brand as the
‘go to’ international tourism destination.

Speed Networking
Get your business cards at the ready, your next
crucial connection could be just one seat away at
our September Speed Networking event.

Northern Star Business Awards 2018
The countdown is on to unveil the winners of this
year’s award categories - join us for an evening
celebrating regional business success.

October
2 Tue

Stay ahead of the game
on social
@chambertalk
@agcc_events

8.30am-11am

2 Tue
11.45am-2pm

4

October

September
3 Wed

The Sky Scenario: combating climate change
Jeremy Bentham, vice president global business
environment and head of Shell Scenarios speaks at
this breakfast event to share Shell’s latest plan to tackle
global warming. The Sky Scenario has the potential to
combat climate change and could allow a new energy
system to emerge by 2070.

7am-9am

4 thu
8.30am-2pm

Unlocking oil and gas opportunities in Africa
This dynamic half day conference will uncover the
vast array of opportunities and the realities of doing
business in Africa.

11 Thu
7am-9am

The Economy Business Breakfast
Our popular Economy Business Breakfast returns and
aims to help you make sense of this swiftly changing
economic landscape.

31 Wed
8.30am-10am

The business of CSR
A well-constructed approach to CSR can help
build reputation as a responsible business. At this
breakfast event our panel will discuss the current
opportunities and challenges for organisations seeking
to reinvigorate their CSR activity.

The
conference

The return of Unlocking Oil and
Gas Opportunities in Africa

December 6, 2018
Get your business up to speed
and keep up with diversifying
consumer trends.
Find out more at
www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

Be Inspired – hear from those who have
embraced the circular economy
Attend this interactive morning event and
discover how companies have found value in
everyday waste.

June 12, 2019
Book your stand and showcase
your brand.

City Connections
Network your way around a table of six to 10
business representatives whilst enjoying a twocourse lunch provided by the Chester Hotel.

Find out more at
www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

For the full listings visit www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events
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Graeme Robertson

Stephen Noble

Kevin Giles

Shaun Reynolds

Darren Martin

Alex Gemie

Leona McDermid

Mary Bruce

Anderson Anderson &
Brown LLP, chartered
accountants and business
advisors, has appointed
Graeme Robertson as senior
manager in its specialist
joint venture and contact
audit business, John F Daly
Associates. In this role,
Graeme becomes a key
member of AAB’s specialist
upstream oil and gas team.

Marketing agency BIG
Partnership has appointed a
content director to build on
the company’s creative and
strategic offering. Having
worked with international
brands including Disney,
SSE, Virgin, Audi and Tesco,
Stephen Noble will be
responsible for developing
and overseeing the delivery
of content marketing
strategies for the agency’s
350+ clients.

READ Cased Hole Ltd has
appointed Kevin Giles to its
senior management team as
sales and marketing director.
Based in Aberdeen, Kevin is
responsible for identifying
and leading strategic global
business development
opportunities across the
company’s portfolio of
production logging, well
integrity and reservoir
evaluation technologies and
services.

Deloitte has strengthened
its senior team in Northeast Scotland with the
appointment of oil and gas
expert Shaun Reynolds as
partner. Shaun has led the
transaction services team for
Deloitte’s Aberdeen office
since setting it up in 2009.
He specialises in advising
clients in the UK’s oil and
gas industry including the
upstream, midstream and
oilfield services sectors.

Wood has appointed Darren
Martin to the new role of
chief technology officer. As
part of the broader strategy
to differentiate Wood’s
capabilities across energy
and industrial markets, he
will redefine the digital
offering, enabling Wood
to harness technology
to complement its deep
industry domain knowledge.

Aberdeen-based brand
agency FortyTwo Studio
has strengthened its design
team with the appointment
of Alex Gemie as creative
artworker to help expedite
a growing client roster and
a notable increase in the
demand for the agencies
design and brand services.

Leona McDermid has been
appointed chief executive
of the Foyer succeeding the
founding chief executive,
Ken Milroy, who has retired
after more than 22 years
in the role. She has served
the organisation well in her
previous role as executive
director and will continue to
do so in her new post.

Craigdon Mountain Sports
of Inverurie and Aberdeen
has appointed Mary Bruce
as its first business and
group sales director. Mary,
who will focus on business
to business sales and
growth of the business
gifts service, brings a
wealth of commercial and
management experience
and shares the company
passion for great customer
service.

Andrew Robertson

Anouska Ballantyne

Deanna Carter and Paul Goonan

Angela Kydd

Robert Wicks

Don Randall

Martin Shaw

Andrew Robertson, head of
Bidwells’ Aberdeen office,
has been appointed as
head of valuation with the
UK-wide firm of property
consultants. Mr Robertson
joined Bidwells in 2014 to
open its Aberdeen office
and has been working on all
aspects of rural property in
the North-east for over 30
years.

Spectrum Service Solutions
has appointed Anouska
Ballantyne as business
development manager
in its Aberdeen office.
Responsible for driving
growth, she comes with a
strong background in the
facilities industry, in particular
corporate offices, banking
sector, telecommunications,
pharmaceutical and the
motor industry.

Deanna Carter has joined Arnlea Systems as marketing
executive. She will be responsible for activities ranging from
social media and events management to seeking out new
areas for growth and marketing campaigns. Paul Goonan
has also joined Arnlea as business development manager.
He is based in Aberdeen but focused on expanding Arnlea’s
business internationally.

Professor Angela Kydd
has joined Robert Gordon
University as clinical
professor in nursing – a joint
role between the School
of Nursing and Midwifery
and NHS Grampian. She
will support academics and
clinical staff in their research
endeavours and work closely
with Kay Cooper from RGU’s
School of Health Sciences.

Robert Wicks has been
appointed to the board of
Aberdeen Football Club as
commercial director. With 17
years’ experience in sports
marketing nationally and
internationally and a proven
track record in delivering
successful transformational
change and commercial
strategies, Robert is
responsible for increasing all
key commercial streams.

Restrata, a provider of
resilience solutions has
appointed Don Randall as
a senior advisor to support
the work of the international
security consulting team.
Don served with the City
of London Police, Bank
of England, Cross Sector
Safety and Security
Communications, amongst
others with a specific
focus on fraud and counter
terrorism.

Martin Shaw has joined
Swire Oilfield Services as the
chief financial officer. He will
be based in the Aberdeen
headquarters and will be
responsible for the Group
finance function in addition
to driving improvements
in financial performance
and control as part of the
executive management
team.

01224 327 000
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Welcome to the Chamber
Cumming and Co (Aberdeen) Ltd
Chartered architects

Raven Spirits Limited
Manufacture and distribution of gin

T 01224 355600
E mark@cummingandco.com
W www.cummingandco.com
C Mark Taylor, managing director
_

T 01467 530404
E peter.sim@ravenspirits.co.uk
W www.ravengin.com
C Peter Sim, director
_

Curo Advisers Limited
Independent financial advisers

Social Bite
A charity fighting to end core-homelessness in Scotland

T 02920 256001
E ian@curoadvisers.com
C Ian Crocker, director
_

T 01224 531084
E aberdeensocialbite@gmail.com
W www.social-bite.co.uk
C Jamie Boyd, manager
_

Drummond Finance Ltd
Source and secure commercial lending
T 07725 425561
E alex@drummondfinance.com
W www.drummondfinance.com
C Alex Drummond, managing director
_
Get Well Gamers UK
Charity providing games consoles and games to
children’s hospitals and hospices.

The Pig’s Wings
Takeaway and catering company, specialising in
street-food style sub rolls, with a wide range of pickles,
ferments and homemade sauces
T 01224 633777
E tommy@thepigswings.co.uk
W www.thepigswings.co.uk
C Tommy Houghton, director

T 07388 431444
E chris.grant@getwellgamers.org.uk
W www.getwellgamers.org.uk
C Chris Grant, fundraising manager
_
Innovate KPI
Supporting businesses to generate profitable
innovation, stimulate new ideas, knowledge sharing
practices and create new business practices to
engage with non-customers.
T 07717 654011
E steve.tinsley@btinternet.com
W www.innovatekpi.com
C Stephen Tinsley

To see the full member directory visit www.agcc.co.uk/directory
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